
Carbon Ultralight
World’s lightest rollator



With Carbon Ultralight
there is no excuse  
to stay at home

Carbon Ultralight

Carbon Ultralight is the world’s 
lightest walker at 10.6 lbs. 
It’s designed to be the perfect 
companion for adventures around 
the world, or just around the corner. 
It’s easy to use, easy to fold and 
incredibly stylish.

Compact track Regular track Wide track
Seat width: 16"
Seat height: 22"

BYA100SMR: Red
BYA100SMBK: Black
BYA100SMW: White

Seat width: 16.5"
Seat height: 24"

BYA100MDR: Red
BYA100MDBK: Black
BYA100MDW: White

Seat width: 18.5"
Seat height: 24" 

BYA100LGR: Red
BYA100LGBK: Black
BYA100LGW: White



Accessories

Organizer
The organizer is designed  
to hold all the smaller 
personal belongings and 
function as a small purse. 

BYAOBGR: Small/medium
BYAOBGL: Large

Backrest
The backrest offers great 
support for the lower back 
while taking a rest on the 
seat of the rollator.

BYASMBR: Small/medium
BYALBR: Large

Weekend bag
The weekend bag offers 
a convenient way to carry 
objects and necessities for  
a few days away from home.

BYAWKNBG

Cane holder
The cane holder offers  
a clever way to keep the 
cane in place while walking 
with the rollator.

BYACNHR: Right
BYACNHL: Left

Travel bag
The travel bag is a  
must-have for transporting 
the rollator during travel.

 

BYATVLBG

Grocery bag
The grocery bag is 
designed to make your 
shopping easy breezy.

BYAGRBG



Carbon Ultralight features
• Only 10.6 lbs, making it the world’s lightest outdoor rollator

• Ergonomic, reversed handles to secure a good posture  

and stability

• 8" soft and comfortable tires on all 4 wheels

• Easy height adjustment in 1"  increments by just a click  

on a botton

• Easy folding for storage and transport

• Height: min. 31", max. 36"

• Comes fully assembled  
 

Extra warranty
By registering the product and frame number on  
www.byacre.com we offer an additional 3 year warranty  
on the frame in addition to the regular 2 years. 

This warranty only applies to the frame and does not 
cover normal wear and moving parts.

Carbon Ultralight


